In this paper we propose a highly scalable image compression scheme based on the Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) algorithm. Our algorithm, called Highly Scalable SPIHT (HS-SPIHT), supports spatial and S N R scalability and provides a bitstream that can be easily adapted (reordered) to given bandwidth and resolution requirements by a simple msccder (parser). The HS-SPIHT algorithm adds the spatial scalability feature without sacrificing the SNR embeddedness property as found in the original SPIHT bitsueam. HS-SPIHT finds applications in progressive web browsing. flexible image storage and retrieval and image transmission over heterogeneous networks.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional image coding systems have only focused on efficient compression of image data. The main objective of such systems is optimizing image quality at given bit rate. Due to the explosive growth of the Internet and networking technology, nowadays a huge number of users with different capabilities of processing and network access bandwidth can transfer and access data easily. For transmission of visual data on such a heterogenous network, efficient compression itself is not sufficient. There is an increasing demand for scalability to optimally service each user according to his bandwidth and computing capabilities. A scalable image coder generates a bitstream which consists of a set of embedded pans that offer increasingly better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) orland greater spatial resolution. Different parts of this bitstream can be selected and decoded by a scalable decoder to meet certain requirements. In the case of an entirely scalable bitstream. different types of decoders with different complexity and access bandwidth can coexist.
Over the past decade wavelet-based image compression schemes have become increasingly important and gained widespread acceptance. Because of their inherent multiresolution signal representation, wavelet-based coding schemes have the ptential to support both S N R and spatial scalability. For efficient coding of wavelet coefficients, Shapiro [I) introduced the Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) coding scheme based on the idea of grouping spatially related ewfficients at diffcrent scales to trees and efficiently predicting aero coefficients acmss scales.
An improved scheme, called Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT). was developed by Said and Pearlman [Z] . T%is coder uses the spatial orientation trees shown in Fig, 1 In this paper, a fully scalable image coding scheme based on the SPIHT algorithm is presented. We modify the SPlHT algorithm to support both spatial and SNR scalability features. The encoder creates a bitstream that can be easily parsed to achieve different levels of resolution odand quality requested by the decoder. A distinct feature of the presented coder is that the reordered bitstreams for different spatial resolutions. which are obtained after parsing the main bitstream, are fully embedded (SNR scalable) and can be truncated at any point to obtain the best reconstructed image at the desired spatial resolution and bit rate. In other words, our modified SPlHT algofithm provides spatial scalability without sacrificing S N R scalability in any way.
HIGHLY SCALABLE SPIHT (HS-SPIHT)
In general, an N level wavelet decomposition allows at most N+1 levels of spatial resolution. To distinguish between different resolution levels, we denote the lowest spatial resolution level as level N + 1. The full image then becomes resolution level 1. The three subbands that need to be added to increase the resolution from level k to level k -1 are referred to as level k -1 resolution subbands (see Fig. 1 ). An algorithm that provides full spatial scalability would encode the different resolution levels separately. allowing a transcoder or the decoder to directly access the data needed to reconstruct with a desired spatial resolution. The original SPIHT algorithm, however, encodes the entire wavelet tree in a bitplane by bitplane manner and produces a bitstream that contains the information about the different spatial resolutions in no particular order. The HS-SPIIIT algorithm proposed in this paper solves the spatial scalability problem through the introduction of a resolution-dependent sorting pass that uses (compared to SPIHT) one additional list, called the list of delayed insignificant sets (LDIS).TheHS-SPIHTcoder firstencodes all bitplanesfor agiven (low) resolution level and then moves to the next higher resolution level. Sets encountered during the sorting pass that lie outside the actually considered spatial resolution are temporarily stored in the LDIS.TheyaremovedbackfromtheLDISintotheLIS when they are required for encoding the next higher resolution. According to the magnitude of the coefficients in the wavelet pyramid, coding of higher resolution bands usually starts from lower bitplanes. Therefare, during the encoding process of resolution level k. the encoder keeps the number of coefficients that went to the LDlS for each quantization level. After finishing the encoding process for all bitplanes of resolution level k, the encoder knows which entries in the LDlS belong to which bitplane. To encode the additional three subbands for resolution level k -1, it moves the related entries of the LDlS that belong to the actual bitplane to the LIS and carries out the sorting of LIS with the same procedure as before. Altogether, the total number of bits belonging to a particular bitplane is the same for SPIHT and HS-SPIHT, but HS-SPIHT distributes them differently among the different spatial resolution levels.
The definitions for terms required by HS-SPIHT are the same as for SPlHT and are therefore not listed here. m e reader is referred to 121. In the following we list the entire HS-SPIHT coding algorithm: 
BITSTREAM FORMATION AND PARSING
The bitsmeam generated by the encoder can be sorted in different ways, however it can exist in one specific order at a time only. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present some numerical results for t k HS-SPIHT algorithm. All results were & m i d with 8 bit per pixel (bpp) monochrome images of sire 512 x 512 pixels. We first applied five levels of wavelet decomposition with the 9n-lap filters of [ I I] and symmetric extension at the image boundaries. The HS-SPIHT encoder was set to produce a bitstream that supports the maximum number of spatial scalability levels.
After encoding, the HS-SPIHT bitstream was fed into a transcoder w produce progressive @y quality) bitstreams for different spatial resolutions. This is the second type of transcoding described in Section 3. The bitstreams were decoded with different rates and the fidelity was measured by the peak signal-&noise ratio defined as
where MSE is the mean squared error between the original and the reconstructed image, and PEAK is the maximum possible magnitude for a pixel inside the image. The PEAK value is 255 for an 8 bpp original image (level I) and 255 x Zk-' for resolution level k.
The bit rates for all levels were calculated according to the number of pixels in the original full size image. HS-SPIHT can be achieved by further compressing the binary bitstreams with an arithmetic coder. Fig. 5 shows the results obtained for decoding the resolution levels 2 and 3 by the SPIHT and HS-SPIHT coders. The HS-SPIHT decoder obtained the proper bitstreams tailored by the transcoder for each resolution level while for the SPIHT case wc first decoded the whole image at each bit rate and then compared the requested spatial resolutions of the reconsmcted and original images. All bits in the transcoded HS-SPIHT bitstream for a panicular resolution belong only to that resolution, while in the SPIHT bitstream. the bits that belong to the different resolution levels are interwoven. Therefore, as expected, the performance of HS-SPIHT is much better than for SPIHT. As the resolution level increases, the difference between HS-SPIHT and SPIHT becomes more and more significant.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a highly scalable SPIHT algorithm that produces a bitstream which suppons spatial scalability and can be used for multiresolution transcoding. This bitstream not only has spatial scalability features but also keeps the full S N R embeddedness property for any required resolution level after a simple reordering which can be done in a uanscoder without decoding the bitsueam. The embeddedness is so fine granular that almost 
